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At once totemic and futuristic, Ricardo Pascale’s sculptures have always had an ambivalent 

relationship with modernity. Assemblages of semi-geometric forms, the works are made from 

tropical woods that bear both elemental associations and signs of wear from industrial usage. 

Though consistently abstract, they nevertheless affect viewers not simply as objects but as 

virtual presences. Here timeless animism meets the clean machine cut. 

  

Ever since Picasso was enflamed, formally and imaginatively, by African sculpture and masks, 

the links—real or ersatz—between these two widely diverse cultural realms have been hotly 

debated, most vociferously when the exhibition "’Primitivism’ in 20th-Century Art: Affinity of 

the Tribal and the Modern” appeared at the Museum of Modern Art, New York, in 1984. Did 

the juxtaposition of works evidence historic rupture or timeless rapport? A human universal or 

two incommensurable expressions falsely united by appropriation and pastiche? Was this 

generous homage or cultural condescension at its implicitly racist worst? 

  

Pascale evokes this debate without declaring for one side or the other. Incorporating not only 

venerable materials but also ancient forms and motifs, he nevertheless strikes a balance with 

modernist elements. Mbarakj’a (1995), a thin vertical work composed of irregularly rounded 

sections, looks like a tribal shaft of ceremonial import; yet several of its components might 

have been crafted by Hans Arp. The surface of Great Old Smoking (1997) is rough and 

seemingly aged, but its columnar form, sweeping upward and widening slightly as it soars into 

a minor bend, is as stylized as a Brancusi abstraction. While conveying a virtually superstitious 

regard for knots, cracks, irregularities and crevices, the reliefs Michiva Mokoiha (1994) and 

Michiva Pateiha (1999) nevertheless seem—in their juxtaposition of shapes, materials, and 

textures—to allude also to the realm of modernist collage. 

  

Such works remind us that animism and modernism attempt to answer the same question: 

why does the world work as it does? The old pagan belief posits countless spirits that pervade 

every aspect of the environment, sensitive to each human act. In this system, every noun 

designates, in effect, a distinct deity; every hill, grove, animal, tree, stream, and rock must be 

beseeched and venerated, or at least appeased. Modernism, in contrast, is largely defined by 



the impulse to abstraction, which is to say, a search for the underlying laws of nature, utterly 

impersonal and precise. 

  

One of Pascale’s most striking references to modernism’s post-Enlightenment enterprise, 

based on empiricism and reason, is his frequent use of uniform elements in the creation of his 

work. Pieces like Old Salt (1999) and You and I (1996) are built up of shaped, brick-like blocks 

of wood—a technique that recalls modernist grids, series, and architectural modules, the 

formal lingua franca of mass society. 

 

Thus, in his conceptually hybrid work, Pascale addresses the two extremes of spiritual 

possibility, the most spiritualized and the least enchanted. This is perhaps the most logically 

efficient approach to the problem, but it alerts us to a peculiar absence. The Uruguayan artist 

has lived his entire life in a culture long steeped in Christianity, a faith centered on a 

personalized God, a divinity of whims and commandments, jealousies and love. This volatile 

Jehovah’s churches and shrines are rife with figurative statuary freighted with high emotion 

and, not infrequently, shocking gore. Does that repressed history return in some way in 

Pascale’s insistently abstract oeuvre? Are his works permeated by the religious sensibility they 

seem to deny? 

 

At the very least, we find that Pascale’s sculptures, for all their concern with Platonic purity of 

form, offer a direct reflection of the human psyche. Seeming instinctively “right” to artist and 

viewer alike, the columnar Grand Series F (2004) rises to a certain height and no higher; 

Anthropology of Memory (2004) features two vertical disks, not one or four; The Grand 

Function (2002) spirals forward with an almost living reach. In every case, an abstract work’s 

effect depends on such things: a few degrees of torque, the proportion of one segment to 

another, the relation of weight and volume to line. 

 

Why is this so? We can easily say that an artist’s use of the Golden Section or the Fibonacci 

Series  produces gratifications—the experience is even measurable; one could literally survey 

viewers regarding their responses to the forms they see or the architectural spaces they move 

through. But it is much harder to say why people react as they do. Language, moreover, can 

easily mislead us. The “law” in “law of nature” invites a false cause-and-effect reading, 

suggesting that the world we live in results from a directive—one issued if not by the Lawgiver 

of religious tradition, then by Idealism’s transcendent “reality” emanating forms into matter. 



There is, however, also a humbler possibility, one more in keeping with Pascale’s formally 

rigorous but never grandiloquent work. The best abstract art may be simply a mental 

extrapolation from repetitive choice. To use an analogy from the new social media, we all 

select, again and again, what to “like” from the world’s endless menu of forms. In doing so, we 

may think that we are baring the structure of Nature, when in fact we are disclosing the 

mechanisms of apprehension within ourselves. To discover what we like and dislike is 

ultimately to find what is already in our brains, where some preferences have built up over a 

lifetime of personal history and cultural conditioning, others over the course of evolutionary 

time. 

 

In this view, abstraction is a matter of self-discovery and self-disclosure. The artist, attuning 

himself to the patterns of his own perceptions, extrapolates a generalized form—much as a 

scientist, using the correct sense of natural “law”, derives a concise formula from what has 

repeatedly happened. Abstract art succeeds when the viewer responds with an inner 

recognition. It is interesting in this regard to recall Pascale’s long career at the highest levels of 

national finance. For what does a political economist do? He derives mathematical principles 

from group behavior in the past and applies those principles to collective action in the future. 

(He might, for example, advise lowering mortgage rates in order to stimulate housing 

construction.) Pascale’s abstract work, much of it public art, strives in its own way to make 

sense of our humanness. The pieces, drawing equally on the primordial and the empirical, 

stand resolved—mutely telling us about ourselves, about our inner choices and the very 

process of our minds. 
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